Ceramics

Fibre Cement

CSR Hebel

Twister SDS Plus

5

✘

4

4

3

✘

✘

4

4

Booster SDS Plus

4

5

4

4

4

3

✘

3

5

B3Max SDS Max

4

5

4

4

4

3

✘

3

5

Ultimax SDS Max

5

3

5

5

2

2

✘

3

5

Stop Drills

4

5

4

4

4

3

✘

✘

✘

Diamond Core Bits

5

✘

✘

5

4

3

✘

✘

3

Chisels
SDS Plus / SDS Max

5

✘

5

5

✘

✘

✘

5

5

PERFORMANCE Indicator

Concrete Chasing
For cutting narrow
channels

M16 Thread
Fits Sutton Tools
SDS or hex
shank arbor

1
2
3
4
5

Adequate to perform task

✘

Not recommended

Suitable to perform task
More suitable to perform task
Most suitable to perform task
Best solution to perform task

Environmental Statement
Sutton Tools & Diager masonry drills are certified
ISO 14001 for sustainable development.
These products contribute to environmental
protection by a “sandblasted” surface treatment
which guarantees zero heavy metals and
by a protection called “without VOC
(Volatile Organic Compounds)” meeting
the European directive 1999/13CE

Where the product is
manufactured and sourced.
The SDS shank has the advantage of a simple spring-loaded chuck, so that bits can
be chucked with a simple and quick hand action. Further, the shank and chuck are
uniquely suited to hammer drilling in stone and concrete. The drill bit is not held solidly
in the chuck, but can slide back and forth like a piston. The hammer of the drill acts to
accelerate only the drill bit itself, and not the large mass of the chuck, which makes
hammer drilling with an SDS shank drill bit much more productive than with other types
of shank. So, SDS shanks are most often seen on masonry drills, for which hammer
drilling action is most helpful.
Complies with PGM standards (PGM stands for “Prüfgemeinschaft Mauerbohrer” - drill
bit testing) and is the only guarantee of a perfect geometry for the precise drilling and
preferred setting of your anchor studs. This marking is the proof for the suitability of the
masonry drill bit. It is recommended to use only drill bits with this marking for anchor
fixings to prevent accidents and liability cases.

world class cutting tools

www.suttontools.com

499980480_0516

Brick Chasing
Ideal for cabling
and plumbing
applications

Marble

Knock-Out
Slots
for easy core
ejection

Diamond
Segment Tip
Unique wavy
diamond segment
for faster, cleaner
dry-cutting

Pointed
For general purpose
chiselling and
breaking work

Granite

Centre Guides
for perfect hole alignment
(sold with arbor)

Angle Head
For easy removal
of tiles

Brick

Size Range: 29–92mm

Flat
Targeted
chiselling and
breaking work

Stone

Specially toughened steel and optimum cutter geometry ensure long
life and fast, efficient work.

150mm Cutting Depth

Sutton Tools Diamond Core Bits are designed for pipe installation in depths
up to 150mm. The unique wavy diamond segment cutting edge provides
faster cutting than standard core bits with reduced machine effort and
decreased lateral friction. Suitable for drilling concrete, brick, hollow
concrete block, hebel & granite. SDS & Hex arbors (sold separately) allow
core bits to be used with either SDS Plus or standard rotary hammer drills.

SDS Shank Range

Reinforced Concrete

Chisel tools with SDS Plus & SDS Max shanks for hammer action machines
are made from treated high-tensile steel, suitable for tough demolition work.
Styles available include pointed, flat, angled, toothed, brick chasing and
concrete chasing suited to concrete brick and stone demolition.

Deep Cut Diamond Core Bits

Concrete

SDS Plus & SDS Max

Toothed
Tungsten carbide
tipped for repointing,
removing bricks,
tiles and plaster

MASONRY

Performance Summary

Chisels

30% faster - Industrial quality

Drills reinforced concrete - Professional quality

Combines hi-tech design with speed and efficiency. The innovative double milled
combination spiral flute accelerate the removal of drill waste. The patented
Destructor carbide tip is honed for greater accuracy, and an aggressive percussion
effect, resulting in this drill being 30% faster than comparable products. Twister
Multi-fit is the fastest penetrating masonry drill on the market – guaranteed.
Size range: 5–25mm Length: 110–410mm

Above and beyond the normal standards and quite simply unique, the
Booster Multi-fit is the all concrete solution for professionals. Its sturdiness
gives a life expectancy which is clearly better than traditional drills.
Combining powerful impact force with incursion and efficiency on concrete
and reinforced concrete provides five (5) times greater productivity.
Size range: 6–20mm Length: 160–460mm

2 Cutting Edges
Patented Destructor
carbide tip with aggressive
Z‑shape self centering point
and wavy cutting edges
for superior destruction
capacity

Combination Spiral Flute
Half-round spiral accelerates dust
extraction away from tip

Square spiral combines compression
channel with a depression chamber for
perfectly controlled dust removal

Square spiral combines compression
channel with a depression chamber for
perfectly controlled dust removal

Multi-fit
Shank
Suits ALL SDS
Plus rotary
hammer drills

BET TER

With drill robustness, precision, long life and speed the Ultimax was
developed for deep drilling through reinforced concrete. Studies on material
resistance and tests under extreme conditions have culminated in solutions
to all mechanical constraints. Reduced vibration during drilling, increased
rigidity, ideal centring and clean holes.
Size range: 16–45mm Length: 340–1500mm

3 Cutting Edges
Unique self-centering
tip prevents snagging
on reinforced mesh

Combination Spiral Flute
Half-round spiral accelerates dust
extraction away from tip

Multi-fit
Shank
Suits ALL SDS
Plus rotary
hammer drills

Deep core drilling - Industrial quality

Stop Drills – for drop in anchors
Sutton Tools Stop Drills are perfect for use with drop in anchors. Featuring
an integrated depth stop to accurately control the required drilling depth
allowing fast, high-volume installation. Key applications include suspended
electrical and ventilation systems, fixed-location seating and bollards.
Size Range: 8, 10, 12 and 15mm

6 Cutting Edges
Self-centering tip.
Does not bind in
concrete. Improved
hole concentricity

Double Spiral Flute
More material = less flex
The progressive core of the
spiral adds material and
increases the rigidity,
thus reducing flex
& fatigue

Booster tip with
SDS Max Shank
Size range: 12–20mm
Length: 340–540mm

Shank
Suits all SDS
Max rotary
hammer drills

3 Cutting Edges
135° self centering tip
with three cutting edges
guarantees a perfectly round
hole

Combination
Spiral Flute
Half-round spiral
accelerates dust extraction
away from tip

Heat Treatment
The hardness of the
concrete combined with
the power of the drill create
compression. The heat
treatment of the body allows
the energy of the drill to
be concentrated on the
tungsten carbide tip without
absorbing shock waves

Square spiral combines
compression channel
with a depression
chamber for perfectly
controlled dust
removal

Multi-fit
Shank
Suits ALL SDS
Plus rotary
hammer drills

Depth Stop
Integrated
depth stop for
or accurate hole
depth

Sand-blasted Finish
Environmentally friendly
production method with zero
heavy metals

